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MYStIX catalogs!
•  20 star-forming regions!
•  >30,000 probable cluster members!
•  Classification based on !
•  X-ray emission!
•  infrared excess !
•  Spectral types of early-type stars!
•  Masses estimation!
•  Dereddened JHKs photometry!
•  Spectroscopy of OB stars!
•  We use a sample of ~8000 stars approximately complete down to 1 Mo!.!
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Multiple 
Spatial 
Scales!
(Kuhn et al. 2015a) !
Other methods: Λ statistic!
1.  Divide sample into N high-mass stars and 
M low-mass stars (N<M)!
2.  Compute average length of the MST for N 
high-mass stars!
3.  Compute average length of the MST for N 
randomly selected low-mass stars!
4.  Monte Carlo simulations to test                  
significance!
Other methods: Λ statistic!
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Bonnel+2003 simulation!
Maschberger & Clarke (2011)!
Two-Point Correlation Function!
•  Two-point correlation function can be used to exam 
clustering in point patterns!
•  The integral (Ripley’s K) of the two-point correlation 
function is easier to calculate!
•  Besag showed that               has constant variance!K(r)
Envelope Test!
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Projected Separation [pc]
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Envelope Test!
High-Mass Stars!
N stars with M>7 Mo!
M stars with M<7 Mo!
Orion Nebula!
>2σ detection!
Length scale ~ 0.1 pc!
M17!
>3σ detection !
Length scale ~ 1 pc!
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Mass Segregated!
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Eagle Nebula !
Similar clustering!
properties!
RCW 38 !
Similar clustering!
properties!
Non Mass Segregated!
NGC 1893!
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Deficit of high-mass pairs!
Similar distributions!
Excess high-mass pairs!
Inverse Mass Segregation?!
Low-Mass Stars!
N stars with 1<M<1.3 Mo!
M stars with M>1.3 Mo!
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W40!
>3σ detection !
NGC 2264!
>3σ detection !
Mass Segregated!
1.  Orion!
2.  Flame!
3.  W40!
4.  RCW36!
5.  NGC2264!
6.  Rosette!
7.  Lagoon!
8.  NGC2362!
9.  DR21!
10.  RCW38!
11.  NGC6334!
12.  NGC6357!
13.  Eagle!
14.  M17!
15.  Carina!
16.  Trifid!
17.  NGC1893!
insufficient data!
no mass seg!
mass seg >2σ!
mass seg >3σ!
mass seg only at large radii !
reverse mass seg >2σ!
reverse mass seg >3σ!
7 Mo! 1.3 Mo!
Sub-clusters!
Kuhn+2014!
Subclusters!
RCW 38 SubB  1 out of 42 (2%)
NGC 6334 SubA  7 out of 11 (64%)
NGC 6334 SubB  5 out of 35 (14%)
NGC 6334 SubE  26 out of 27 (96%)
NGC 6334 SubF  10 out of 12 (83%)
NGC 6334 SubG  5 out of 10 (50%)
NGC 6334 SubJ  38 out of 42 (90%)
NGC 6334 SubL  7 out of 10 (70%)
NGC 6357 SubA  9 out of 99 (9%)
NGC 6357 SubB  72 out of 73 (99%)
NGC 6357 SubD  1 out of 136 (1%)
NGC 6357 SubF  8 out of 109 (7%)
Eagle SubB  146 out of 355 (41%)
Eagle SubC  1 out of 16 (6%)
Eagle SubD  153 out of 172 (89%)
Eagle SubF  3 out of 16 (19%)
Eagle SubI  9 out of 10 (90%)
M17 SubC  27 out of 33 (82%)
M17 SubD  39 out of 98 (40%)
M17 SubE  13 out of 13 (100%)
M17 SubH  1 out of 19 (5%)
M17 SubI  26 out of 28 (93%)
M17 SubL  2 out of 123 (2%)
M17 SubM  12 out of 14 (86%)
M17 SubN  6 out of 26 (23%)
M17 SubO  18 out of 22 (82%)
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p-value  = 0.05!
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Where does mass segregation 
occur?!
•  Most, but not all, star-forming regions are mass 
segregated !
•  Clusters of different morphologies!
•  Individual subclusters!
•  High-mass stars (~7 Mo) !
•  Low-mass stars (~1.3 Mo)!
•  Evidence for reverse segregation in some regions!
Does mass segregation 
increase with dynamical age?!
•  Dynamical models for mass segregation suggest 
mass segregation increases with age in an 
individual cluster!
•  The MYStIX survey of multiple clusters shows no 
relation between mass segregation and cluster age!
•  Very young clusters like W40 are strongly 
segregated!
•  Older clusters like NGC 1893 are not!
•  No statistical relation between subcluster age and 
segregation !

